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  CHAPTER FOURCHAPTER FOURCHAPTER FOURCHAPTER FOURCHAPTER FOUR : THE COMING INTO BEING OF WORLDS

Sutra:
Those of pure faith and resolute minds
Always draw near to good mentors.
All Buddhas grant them the strength
To enter into the Thus Come Ones’ wisdom.

Commentary:
Those of pure faith and resolute minds, however, always draw
near to good mentors. “Pure faith” means they have no doubts.
“Resolute” here means extremely firm and determined. Such people
always draw near to good advisors and never leave them. Cultiva-
tors definitely need a good advisor. A good advisor is your Dharma
body and wisdom-life. He is able to help you grow in wisdom, so
you should draw near to him and not to evil advisors. Evil advisors
will confuse your thinking and make you muddled. A good advisor
helps you to stop being confused and teaches you right knowledge
and views. An evil advisor teaches you wrong views.

What teaching methods does a good advisor use? He teaches
you to be patient, yielding, and peaceful. Someone who teaches you
to contend with others, to pursue fame and benefit, and to be
impatient; who doesn’t consistently cultivate but is full of idle talk,
and whose comportment isn’t proper, is an evil advisor. You should
know the difference between these two kinds of advisors. A good
advisor is unselfish, esteems and respects people, and is always polite.
An evil advisor is selfish,  jealous and always afraid others will sur-
pass him. A good advisor is never jealous or obstructive of others.
That is how you can tell the difference between good and evil
advisors.
As for those of pure faith and resolute minds, all Buddhas grant
them the strength to escape from the wheel of rebirth and to
enter the Thus Come Ones’ wisdom.
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Sutra:
Those pure in mind, free from flattery and deceit,
Are joyful in nature, always delighting in compassion;
Those of broad outlook and deep faith,
Rejoice to hear this Dharma.

Commentary:
Cultivators should be those pure in mind, free from flattery and deceit.
Cultivators of  the Way should avoid flattery. In Chinese, the expression
“patting the horse’s behind” is used to describe flattery. Flatterers are really
undignified. They confuse people by saying things like, “You’re really great!”
They use an obsequious tone of  voice and expression to charm people into
wanting to listen to them. Most people will succumb to flattery. Those who
aren’t adept at flattery find that they are unpopular and not welcomed by
others. That is why wherever I go everyone criticizes me. Actually, what they
say is true. I already know these things are true, and there’s no need for
anyone to tell me. Why do they say I’m no good? It’s because I don’t fawn
on others.

“Deceit” means lying, false speech. Being pure in mind means avoiding
flattery and deceit. Being a person who “pats the horse’s behind” means
being a person who butters up wealthy people. Seeing a rich person, a
flatterer will go up and bow to him. In fact, there are even some left-home
people who will stop whatever they’re doing when they see a wealthy
layperson. Such behavior indicates that one’s heart is not yet pure.

People who are not obsequious or deceitful by nature are always happy
because they don’t become dissatisfied. They are never greedy and are al-
ways content. Since they are always content, they are joyful by nature. They
never get angry. Although they may sometimes appear to become angry,
they actually have no anger. They are joyful in nature, always delighting
in compassion. Those of broad outlook and deep faith, / Rejoice to
hear this Dharma. People of  profound faith and vast vows will be de-
lighted when they hear this Dharma of  not engaging in flattery.

Sutra:
Abiding in the vows of  Universal Worthy Bodhisattva,
One cultivates the pure path of Bodhisattvas.
Contemplating how the Dharma Realm resembles space,
One understands the practice of the Buddhas.

Commentary:
By abiding in the great vows of  Universal Worthy Bodhisattva, / One
cultivates the pure path of  Bodhisattvas. / Contemplating how the Dharma
Realm resembles space, / One understands the practice of the Buddhas.
If  one is able to practice in this way, one will know the dharma doors that the
Buddhas have practiced, and the position they obtained as a result.
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Sutra:
All these Bodhisattvas gain wholesome benefit
From seeing the Buddhas’ spiritual penetrations.
Cultivators of other paths fail to understand;
Only those who practice like Universal Worthy can awaken.

Commentary:
All these Bodhisattvas gain wholesome benefit / From seeing the Buddhas’
spiritual penetrations. All of  the Bodhisattvas in the Dharma assembly gain
these benefits. Cultivators of other paths fail to understand; / Only those
who practice like Universal Worthy can awaken. One who cultivates other
dharma doors will not find it easy to fathom this state, but those who cultivate
the vows of  Universal Worthy Bodhisattva will be able to understand it and
will attain enlightenment.

Sutra:
Vast multitudes of  beings, beyond any bounds,
Receive the mindful protection of the Thus Come Ones.
The turning of  the Proper Dharma wheel reaches all.
Such is the power of  Vairocana’s realm.

Commentary:
Vast multitudes of  beings, beyond any bounds. Although there are infi-
nite numbers of beings, all of them receive the mindful protection of the
Thus Come Ones. / The turning of  the Proper Dharma wheel reaches
all. The Buddhas turn the wheel of  Proper Dharma, and no place fails to
receive the Dharma. Buddhas turn the Dharma wheel throughout space and
the Dharma Realm. Such is the power of  Vairocana’s realm and vows.

Sutra:
My body encompasses each and every land,
As well as the Buddhas dwelling therein.
Contemplate my every pore:
I’ll now show you the Buddhas’ realm.

Commentary:
My body encompasses each and every land, / As well as the Buddhas
dwelling therein. All you Bodhisattvas should contemplate my every pore:
/ I’ll now show you the Buddhas’ realm. Within my pores, the Buddhas
of  the ten directions are turning the Dharma wheel to teach and transform
beings.

Sutra:
Samantabhadra’s boundless conduct and vows,
I have already cultivated to perfection.
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The vast, great body with its universal view of states
Is cultivated by all Buddhas, so listen well!

Commentary:
Samantabhadra’s boundless conduct and vows, / I have already culti-
vated to perfection. These practices and the power of these vows are limitless.
Universal Worthy Bodhisattva has already accomplished them. The vast, great
body with its universal view of states, the ability to contemplate all states
whatsoever, is cultivated by all Buddhas, so you should listen well! Each
of you should pay close attention as I explain these practices for you.

Sutra:
At that time Universal Worthy Bodhisattva Mahasattva told the entire
great assembly, “Disciples of the Buddha! The seas of worlds have ten
aspects, which all Buddhas of the past, present, and future have spoken,
are speaking, and will speak about. “

Commentary:
At that time Universal Worthy Bodhisattva Mahasattva, a great Bodhisattva
among Bodhisattvas, told the entire great assembly, “All of you disciples
of the Buddha! The seas of worlds have, generally speaking, ten aspects,
which all Buddhas of the past, present, and future, have spoken, are
speaking, and will speak about. ”

Sutra:
What are the ten? They are, namely, the causes and conditions under
which the seas of worlds originate and develop; the basis for the exist-
ence of  the seas of  worlds; the forms and appearances of  the seas of
worlds; the substances of which the seas of worlds are composed; the
adornments of  the seas of  worlds; the purities of  the seas of  worlds;
the manifestations of Buddhas in the seas of worlds; the duration of
the seas of  worlds; the distinct evolutionary stages of  the seas of  worlds;
and the ways in which the seas of worlds are undifferentiated.

Commentary:
What are the ten? They are the causes and conditions under which the
seas of worlds originate and develop. This aspect refers to the causes and
conditions of how worlds originate, and how they develop to maturity. The
next aspect is the basis for the existence of the seas of worlds. This aspect
refers to what worlds depend on to exist. The next aspect is the forms and
appearances of the seas of worlds. This aspect refers to how each of these
worlds looks. The next aspect is the substances of which the seas of worlds
are composed. This aspect refers to what the seas of worlds are made of.
The next aspect is the adornments of  the seas of  worlds. This aspect refers
to the ways in which the worlds are adorned.


